
                             

                                                  Are You 
              Wasting  
                Wa                     

ter? 
                                           Would you like 
                                  hot water to 
                                   arrive at your 
                                    sink or shower 
                                     quickly, with 
                                     no waste ? 
 

                                     The solution 

 

                                is easy, and 

 

                                      inexpensive. 

 

                                           
                                                  ChilipepperTM 
                                                                                                                                                                                 Smart Water Saving Systems 
                                                                                                                       Easily Installed 



                              
                      From the time the  

                                 hot water tap is 
                                  turned on, to the 
                                   time hot water actually 
                                    arrives, thousands 
                                     of gallons are wasted  
                                                                             

down the drain. 
                                                                                                                               ________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 
 

                                    
                                    Chilipepper eliminates water 
                                                  waste and saves time by recirculating 
                                                        the initial cool water back through your  
                                                        existing cold water line. When the water 
                                                        at your tap is the desired temperature, the        
                                                        Chilipepper turns itself off.  Then turn  
                                                   the hot water tap or shower on  and get 
                                                         immediate hot water - with no waste. 
 
                                                        Chilipepper can be activated by a push 
                                                   switch or remotely by an X10 device. 
 
                                                        Chilipepper is compatible with all 
                                                   modern hot water systems, including 
                                                         tankless. 
 
                                                        Chilipepper costs about $2 per year to          
                                                   run. 
                                                    



                                               
                                           Product Benefits
                                            Outstanding water savings 
                                                    Waiting time for hot water cut dramatically 
                                                             to sinks & showers 
                                                       Pump runs only on demand - most efficient 
                                                             and least expensive method of use 
                                                       Reduced output to sewer/septic systems          
                                                             resulting in lowered sewerage fees and  
                                                             less load on septic 
 
 

                                         Product Features 
                                                     Easily installed to existing plumbing 

- no additional lines needed 
                                             Chilipepper is small and sturdy -  
                                                 4” x 8” x 3” with a 2 year warranty 
                                             Will pump approx 2 gal./min. - enough 
                                                 to trigger tankless heaters 
                                             Optional remote activation allows you to 
                                                 run the Chilipepper from anywhere 
                                                 in the house 
                                             Economical to purchase - one of the                
                                                 most cost-effective water conservation        
                                                 devices available 
                                             Automatically shuts off when hot water  
                                                  arrives 
                                             Will not activate if hot water is already 
                                                  available. 
                                             Will only run a maximum of 4 minutes, 
                                                 eliminating risk of pump damage if 
                                                 hot water is not available.  
                                              Adjustable shut-off temperature 
                                              120vac 60hz required          
                                              ETL listed                  
                                              IAPMO approved                                   


